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At the March 4 meeting… 

The Sun 
Leonard Ferguson 
 
Our star is the star that we know the best. 
Because we’ve studied many years of data on 

the Sun we know about 
sunspot cycles, solar flares, 
coronal mass ejections, and 
the source of energy for the 
Sun and for similar stars. 
 
Our star is spectral class G2V  
and should appear more 

white to us. Most of us think of the Sun as 
yellow, but it only appears yellow because the 
atmosphere scatters the blue light (making the 
sky blue). 
 
What’s going on with the Sun now? We’re 
starting to see more sunspots and solar activity. 
 
Learn about the Sun at the March meeting. 
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HAS Web Page: 

http://www.AstronomyHouston.org 

See the GuideStar's Monthly Calendar of 
Events to confirm dates and times of all 
events for the month, and check the Web 
Page for any last minute changes. 

Schedule of meeting activities: 

 

All meetings are at the University of Houston 
Science and Research building. See the inside 

back page for directions to the location. 

 

Novice meeting: ............................... 7:00 p.m. 

Alien Worlds & Mysterious Planets — 

Brian Cudnik, HAS Program Chair 

General meeting: ............................. 8:00 p.m

  

See last page for directions 

and more information. 

The Houston Astronomical 
Society is a member of the 
Astronomical League.  
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The Houston Astronomical Society is a non-profit corporation 
organized under section 501 (C) 3 of the Internal Revenue Code. 
The Society was formed for education and scientific purposes. All 
contributions and gifts are deductible for federal income tax pur-
poses. General membership meetings are open to the public and 
attendance is encouraged. 

Officers & Past President 

President: Ken Miller .................................... C:713-826-1049 
Vice Pres: Gordon Houston ........................... C:713-906-9101  
Secretary: Rene Gedaly ................................. H:281-300-3559 
Treasurer: Warren Murdoch ......................... H:281-293-8164  
Past President: Bill Leach .............................. H:281-893-4057 

 
Additional Board Members 

Bill Flanagan .................................................. H:713-699-8819 
Bram Weisman ............................................. C:832-338-9499  
John Missavage ............................................. C:281-795-4443  
Greg Barolak ................................................. H:281-467-5780 
Chris Mendell……………… ............................... H:281-291-9544 
 
 

Committee Chairpersons 

Audit .................... Scott Mitchell .................. H:281-293-7818 
Education ............. Richard Nugent ............... H:713-524-1993 
Field Tr./Obsg ...... Siobhan Saragusa ............ H:713-376-5873 
Novice .................. Justin McCollum.............. H:409-212-2795 
Observatory ......... Bob Rogers ...................... H:281-460-1573 
Program ............... Brian Cudnik.................... H:832-912-1244 
Publicity ............... John Missavage ............... C:281-795-4443  
Telescope ............. John Haynes .................... H:802-363-8123 
Welcoming ........... Katy Keene ......................  
 ............................. katykeene@comcast.net 
 

Ad-Hoc Committee Chairpersons 

Texas Star Pty ...... Steve Goldberg. .............. H:713-721-5077 
 

Advisors 

Dr. Reginald DuFour,  Rice Univ. 
Dr. Lawrence Pinsky,  U. of H. 
Dr. Lawrence Armendarez,  U. of St. Thomas 
 

Dues and Membership Information 

Annual Dues:Regular ................................................ $36 
Associate ..................................................................... $6 
Sustaining ................................................................. $50 
Student ..................................................................... $12 
Honorary .................................................................. N/C 
 
All members have the right to participate in Society functions and 
to use the Observatory Site. Regular and Student Members re-
ceive a subscription to The Reflector. The GuideStar, the monthly 
publication of the Houston Astronomical Society is available on 
the web site. Associate Members, immediate family members of a 
Regular Member, have all membership rights, but do not receive 
publications. Sustaining members have the same rights as regular 
members with the additional dues treated as a donation to the 
Society. Sky & Telescope and Astronomy magazines are available 
to members at a discount. 
 
Membership Application: Send funds to address shown on last 
page of GuideStar. Attention - Treasurer, along with the following 
information: Name, Address, Phone Number, Special Interests in 
Astronomy, Do you own a Telescope? (If so, what kind?), and 
where you first heard of H.A.S. 

The Houston Astronomical Society Table of Contents 

 3 ...............HAS Calendar 
 4 ...............Observations of the Editor 
 5 ...............Stephen O'Meara - Author, Observer 
 9 ...............Observatory Corner 
 10 ...............The Sun is a Variable Star 
 11 ...............Thank Goodness the Sun is Single 
 12 ...............Building an Astronomer's Stool 
 15 ...............Beta Mon -- a Triple Star 

Other Meetings... 
 

Johnson Space Center Astronomical Society meets in 
the the Lunar and Planetary Institute on the 2nd 
Friday of each month. Web site: www.jscas.net 

 
Fort Bend Astronomy Club meets the third Friday of 

the month at 8:00 p.m. at the First Colony confer-
ence Center. Novice meeting begins at 7:00, regu-
lar meeting begins at 8:00. Web site: 
http://www.fbac.org 

 
North Houston Astronomy Club meets at 7:30 p.m. on 

the 4th Friday of each month in the Teaching Thea-
tre of the Student Center at Kingwood College.Call 
281-312-1650 or E-mailbill.leach@nhmccd.edu. 
Web site: www.astronomyclub.org 

Special Interest Group Listing 
 

Any member who wants specific information on a SIG listed below 
may call the listed individual. Anyone who wants to offer to coach 
another member on his or her special interest is invited to have a 
listing in this section. 

Advanced .................................. Bill Leach ............... 281-893-4057 
 

2011 Star Party Dates 

  Pending 
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Follow the GuideStar on Twitter at: 

GuideStar_HAS 
 

Join Facebook and look for: 

Houston Astronomical Society 

 

Starline is back 
Call 832-go4-HAS0 (832-464-4270) for the 
latest information on the meeting and other 
information about activities within the HAS. 
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March/April 

Calendar 
Check the web site: 
www.astronomyhouston.org 
Webmaster: Kay McCallum 
kaymccallum@mcclibrary.net 
 
The Houston Astronomical Society Web 
page has information on the society, its 
resources, and meeting information. 
Want your astronomy work and name on 
the Internet for the whole world to see? 
Have some neat equipment? Pictures in film, 
CCD, hand drawings or video format are all 
welcome on the page. Do you have an idea 
to improve the page? I’m listening. Send me 

Email at kaym@mcclibrary.net. 

Date Time Event 
 

March 
 4 2:46 p.m. New Moon  
  7:00 p.m. HAS Novice Meeting, U of H 
  8:00 p.m. HAS General Meeting, U of H 
 5  Prime Night & HAS Star Party, 
   Columbus Site 
 12 5:45 p.m. Moon at first quarter 
 13 2:00 a.m. Daylight Savings Begins, 
   move clocks forward one hour

    
 19 1:10 p.m. Full Moon 
 20 6:21 p.m. Spring equinox 
 23 8:00 p.m. Mercury at greatest elongation east 
 26 7:07 a.m. Moon at last quarter 
 27 6:00 a.m. Venus less than ½ degree from 

Neptune 
 

April  
 1 7:00 p.m. HAS Novice Meeting, U of H 
  8:00 p.m. HAS General Meeting, U of H 
 2  Prime Night & All Clubs Star Party, 
   Columbus Site 
 3 9:32 a.m. New Moon 
  7:00 p.m. Saturn at opposition 
 11 7:05 a.m. Moon at first quarter  
 18 9:43 p.m. Full Moon 
 22  Lyrid meteors peak 
 25 9:46 p.m. Moon at last quarter 

 
Send calendar events to Doug McCormick 
- skygazer10@sbcglobal.net 

GuideStar deadline 

for the April 

issue 

is March 15 
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Spring is here!! 

Finally, finally, spring arrives at 6:21 p.m. on March 20. This 
winter has been the winter of our discontent — too many 
clouds, too cold.  

Want some free software? 

Phil Harrington, author of many books, including Touring the 
Universe Through Binoculars has made the software that is 
associated with that atlas available as ‘freeware’. It is meant 
to accompany the book, but it works as a stand-alone atlas. 
Get it here: 

http://www.philharrington.net/tuba.htm 

More free software.. 

Photo organizing and editing software from Google. Not so-
phisticated enough for astrophotos, but excellent for general 
editing, and terrific for organizing your pictures. 

http://www.picasa.com 

Texas Star Party 

If spring is coming, can the Texas Star Party be far behind. Check 
out www.texasstarparty.org. I hope you can make it to west Texas 
this year. It’s not to early to start planning for the Texas Star Party 
(May 29 to June 5). 

Do you have any new equipment you want to acquire before you 
go? Best to get it now so you can get some experience using it. 
Even stuff that should work, sometimes doesn’t. One year, I 
brought a new eyepiece to the TSP and found out after I got there 
that it wouldn’t come to focus without an extension tube. Fortu-
nately, I was able to borrow one from a friend. 

Before I leave home I always set up my equipment exactly as I’ll 
have it at the TSP. This does two things. It confirms that it all 
works, and it lets me know if I’ve left anything off my ‘go’ list. 

It can be chilly at the TSP, so don’t forget your cold weather gear. A 
ground cover is nice, you’ll need stakes to hold it down. Experience 
tells me that I need to stake down the telescope mount as well. It 
can be windy and dirt devils can sometimes knock equipment over. 
Bring tools and spare parts, too.  

Try Something New!! 

Inspired by Steve Grimsley’s presentation last 
month I attached my advanced point-and-
shoot camera to my telescope, set the lens to 
wide open, and set the exposure time to 15 
seconds (the longest possible exposure time). I 
tried a couple of ISO settings as well. I hoped 
to capture some stars, at least.  As it turned 
out, I got the main stars of the constellation 
Gemini captured. Hey, not great, but fun.  

 

 

 

 

Observations... of the editor 
by Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor 

Until next time... 

clear skies and new moons! 

..Bill 
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A A GuideStarGuideStar  Interview by Clayton L. JeterInterview by Clayton L. Jeter  
 

Stephen O’Meara Stephen O’Meara --  Author, ObserverAuthor, Observer  

servers. He earned his Bachelor of Science 
degree from Northeastern University and 
spent much of his early career on the edito-
rial staff of Sky & Telescope magazine in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. Now a resident 
of Hawaii, Steve shares his love of the sky 
through his monthly Secret Sky column for 
Astronomy magazine, for which he is also a 
contributing editor.  Steve is also an associ-

ate editor for GeminiFocus, the 
biannual publication of the 
Gemini Observatory. 

Steve has authored or coau-
thored 10 popular books on 
astronomy (including his ac-
claimed Deep-Sky Companion 
series) and other science topics, 
namely volcanoes and scary 
science for youngsters; Steve’s 
scary science book: Are You 
Afraid Yet: The Science Behind 
Scary Stuff, has just been nomi-
nated for the 2010 Young Adult 
Library Services Association 
Quick Picks for the Reluctant 

Young Adult Readers List. 

Steve’s vision and love for sharing the won-
ders of the night sky is legendary. The Texas 
Star Party (TSP) gave him its highest honor, 
the Lone Stargazer Award, "for setting the 
standard of excellence in visual observing." 
The TSP also gave him its Omega Centauri 
Award for "advancing astronomy through 
observation, writing, and promotion, and for 
sharing his love of the sky." He has also been 
awarded with the Caroline Herschel Award 
for his greatest visual achievements, includ-
ing being the first person to sight Halley’s 

(Continued on page 6) 

I f you’re into astronomy (professional or amateur), then you 

have most likely heard of Stephen O’Meara. Just his keen eye-
sight is talked about within the astronomy community. His ability 
to pick out extremely faint objects through a telescope is astound-
ing.  I have heard him speak at several Texas Star Party presenta-
tions through the years and he is always at the top of my list to 
attend. 

 

A little over a year ago while watching a PBS network video enti-
tled, ‘Seeing in the Dark’, one of the featured guests within the 
film was Steven. I found it very interesting to learn about Steve 
and his early beginnings in astronomy. If you haven’t seen this 
flick, then I strongly recommend that you purchase it. There is a lot 
to learn within the movie about observing and I’ve watched it over 
and over to pick out more useful information. I highly recommend 
this PBS documentary about him and other astronomers. Even our 
own Barbara Wilson is featured in the movie. 

But before you go out and rent/purchase this DVD, let’s chat with 
him here about his love for the cosmos. This can be a primer be-
fore seeing the video. Here’s Stephen… 

The Steven O’Meara bio… 

A long-time friend to the amateur astronomical community, 
Stephen James O’Meara is one of the world’s greatest visual ob-
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Comet on its 1985 return, the discovery of dark “spokes” in Sat-
urn’s B ring before the Voyager 1 spacecraft imaged them, and 
being the first person to determine accurately the rotation pe-
riod of the distant planet Uranus. For these accomplishments, 
the International Astronomical Union named asteroid 3637 
O'Meara in his honor. 

When he’s not looking at the sky, 
Steve enjoys studying bats and alliga-
tors, and traveling the world with his 
wife, Donna, to document volcanic 
eruptions. National Geographic Ex-
plorer produced a movie ("Volcano 
Hunters") about the O'Mearas' re-
search into finding a correlation be-
ing the Moon’s tidal pull and volcanic 
activity; the film was selected as one 
of the year’s best National Geo-
graphic documentaries and won the 
Fall  2002 Golden Eagle Award  for 
excellence in documentary. Now a 
contract videographer for National 

Geographic Digital Motion and a contract photographer for Na-
tional Geographic Image Collection, Steve continues his tradition 
of sharing his love for all things scientific through his lectures. 

The Steven O’Meara interview… 

Clayton:  What a pleasure it is to have you here with us for this in-
formal H.A.S. interview. I’ve wanted to have this chance to in-
terview you for some time. Today’s my lucky day. I have a 
dozen questions to ask so let’s get to it… 

We all know your love for astronomy through the years, but 
how did you get hooked into the study of volcanoes? Are you 
excited about new lava flow as much as a new found galaxy? 
This seems hard to compare. 

Steven: Oh no, the feeling is exactly the same, at least for me. I get 
as excited over seeing a new bat or alligator as I do any new 
star or lava flow. I grew up in the late '50s and early '60s, at a 
time when science as generality was paramount. But my inter-
est in the stars and in volcanoes can be traced to my earliest 
childhood memories. The first memory I have was of a blood-
red lunar eclipse that I watched from my back porch in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts while sitting on my mother's lap. I was 
four. And that eclipse color was just so intense that it looked 
like the Moon was erupting! That color was the same color that 
was depicted on the cover of the Little Golden Book 
"Dinosaurs," which showed an erupting volcano behind two 
dinosaurs. I know it's weird but, since volcanoes were around 
at the time of dinosaurs, I always thought by seeing one, I could 
experience something from that period in history, a period that 
fascinated me so much. 

(Continued from page 5) Clayton: You were the first person to visually see 
comet Halley on its return in 1985. Tell us 
about that observation (date, scope used, 
location, comments, etc.)  Do you remember 
the date of the last time you saw it visually? 

Steven: I'll answer the last question first. There 
was so much commotion over the first sight-
ing that I saw no real gain in trying to be the 
last person to see it. Because that would 
totally defeat the purpose of my first historic 
observation. You see, and don't misunder-
stand me, but I'm not at all interested in the 
fact that I was the *first* to see the comet 
on its return. I know that, for some reason, 
people put a lot of emphasis on that fact, 
but seriously it means little to me.  

What is important is that seeing Halley's 
Comet was a consequence of pushing the 
limits of human vision to a level that had 
never been done before. The observation 
literally changed the textbook equations 
used to determine how faint one can see 
through a telescope. It also emphasized the 
vast amount of variables that have to be 
considered when making an observation of a 
faint object.  It took years and years of pro-
fessionals arguing over the observation be-
fore they all reached an astounding consen-
sus...that it is indeed possible for the human 
eye to detect the limits that I did; namely 
19.6-magnitude for the comet and 204-
magnitude for the eye, using a 24-inch 
planetary patrol telescope (with a newly 
polished mirror), while breathing bottled 
oxygen –– to keep my mind alert at the 50 
percent oxygen-depletion level at 14,000 
feet altitude.  

I though the comet was going to be 17.4 
magnitude. That's was the published esti-
mated value in The International Comet Hal-
ley Handbook. But the comet's nucleus 
9,which is what I saw mostly was magnitude 
19.6, and the faintest star I used to compare 
it to was magnitude 20.4. The comet was not 
the most difficult thing to see in other 
words. It was the magnitude 20.4 star.  

The thing that I loved the most about the 
observation was that when the astronomers 
at the 88-inch, who were the control for this 
experiment, asked me what it looked like. I 
told them that it was really a dim piece of 
"lint" among the stars, with a very faint glow 

(Continued on page 7) 
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around it (the comet's coma), which I estimated to be 5 arc 
seconds across. The astronomers chuckled and said. "Well, You 
saw the comet no doubt (because I had positioned it correctly 
for them), but not the coma, we don't see any on our CCD im-
ages." Of course, I said, well, you asked me and that's what I 
saw. 

Well, by the time I returned home to Cambridge, the astrono-
mers had returned to Honolulu and "cleaned up" the raw im-
ages they had taken of the comet; then they sent Dan Green at 
the central Bureau at Harvard a message saying, BTW, tell 
Steve that the comet has a 5 arc second coma! 

Clayton: Comet Holmes was quite interesting too. What were your 
thoughts on this visitor? Have you other favorites? 

Steven: Comet Holmes was great. The biggest thing, though, for me 
was that it was a stellar naked-eye object in the Milky Way, yet 
so few (including me) noticed this "new star." It was a vivid 
reminder to me how important visual observations can be. The 
fact is, we're overdue for the next bright visual nova or super-
nova. The question I have is are visual observers ready for it, or 
have we lost interest in "just looking up?" Peter Collins, the 
great visual nova discoverer, used to say the most important 
thing we should do each night before we put our eyes to the 
telescope is to conduct a "dome search" –– a visual scan of the 
sky for anything new. I agree. 

As for other favorites, well I've been fortunate enough to see 
many bright comets, including Ikeya-Seki in 1965 (my first 
when I was 8, which I mistook for a searchlight), but my favor-
ite one from my youth was Comet West in 1976. Peter Collins 
and I sighted it in broad daylight with the 9-inch refractor's 3-
inch finder scope. Through the eyepiece of the main telescope 
it looked very much like the drawings I loved of Comet Donati 
in the 19th-century as drawn by George Phillips Bond, second 
director of Harvard College Observatory. Then, later, when it 
rose above the eastern horizon before sunrise, we could see 
the 25 degree long tail with synchrones.  But the best syn-
chrones I've ever seen was from the recent passage of Comet 
McNaught. Even though the comet was a southern hemisphere 
object I could see the tail's massive synchrones  25* above the 
horizon here in Hawaii. Awesome. Of course, the comet was 
also easily visible in the daylight and to the naked eye in day-
light. I would just lay on the deck at noon, block the Sun with 
my finger and see the fuzzy star near the Sun. Of course, Comet 
Hyakutake with its more than 100 degree tail was one of the 
most impressive sights I've ever seen. 

Clayton:  I’ve seen you on the field at TSP many times (observing) 
and have enjoyed your many featured talks there too at the 
Prude ranch. How many T.S.P.’s have you attended? Will you 
make 2011? 

Steven: Well, there's always a possibility I'll make it to 2011. I al-
ways hope so. The TSP is a very important star party for me 
because I'm in the company of so many great observers (Larry 

(Continued from page 6) Mitchell, Barbara Wilson, and so many oth-
ers) who always have incredible visual chal-
lenges. The dedication and love for the stars 
that I see in its attendees is always catchy. 
Even when I don't go, I always try to follow 
up and learn what was seen, or not seen. I 
just love. It I don't recall how many TSP's I've 
been to... maybe three or four? 

Clayton: Other than the Texas Star Party in West 
Texas, are there other parties that you at-
tend? 

Steven: Well, now that I'm an independent agent 
and don’t work full-time for a magazine that 
would send me to star parties, I try to attend 
those that I'm invited to lecture to. I'm on a 
rock in the middle of the Pacific, so that lim-
its me. I'm not as accessible as I was when I 
was in Boston. 

Clayton: I bet your night skies in Hawaii are awe-
some providing you’re away from the larger 
cities. Are these city lights encroaching upon 
the Mauna Kea observatory? 

Steven: I'll say yes. I even see the city lights en-
croaching on my home in Volcano, though 
just to the north-northeast, and only when 
it's foggy. Still I see the difference. In the 
1980s for instance, when I was living lower 
down closer to Hilo in Ainoloa. I used to be 
able to see the Milky Way and zodiacal light. 
Now, when I pass through that town at 
night, there are so many street lights and 
other bothersome lights, that the sky is 
bright yellow in places. Sad. Fortunately, I'm 
bordered by a Volcano national park, and 
other forest reserves, so I'm, pretty well  
protected. I think I'll have dark skies for a 
long time. 

Clayton: Tell us about your personal astronomical 
equipment that you use? What is your favor-
ite telescope design? 

Steven: Refractor, refractor refractor. I'm jaded. I 
grew up with little Tasco refractors. Had a 4 
1/2-inch reflector too, but by that time I 
gained access at the age of 14 to use the 
Harvard College Observatory's 9-inch f/12 
and 15-inch refractors, as well as the Am-
herst 18-inch refractor.  

So I have a 5-inch TeleVue refractor now. It's 
wonderful. Of course, before that I had a 
TeleVue 4-inch Genesis, which I used to 
make observations for several books. Before 

(Continued on page 8) 
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Clayton L. Jeter is an avid SCT visual 
observer and a long time member of the 
Houston Astronomical Society. Contact 
him at:  stonebloke@gmail.com 

those I had a 3-inch Unitron and a 2-inch Criterion refractor. 

Anyway, I'm rough on equipment. And refractors are pretty fool-
proof. 

Clayton: I loved Timothy Ferris’ film on PBS in 2007. How (and when) did 
you get involved in its making? I thought the segment about you 
really showed your passion for astronomy. It was very obvious. 

Steven:  Wow, this was quite a wonderful experience. I don’t recall the 
date. But I first formally met timothy Ferris while at the Winter Star 
Party. I recall being up on a ladder looking at Jupiter through Tippy 
D'Auria's 18-inch reflector. I usually make a drawing for Tippy when-
ever I'm at that star party. When I finished, and climbed down the 
ladder, Tippy introduced me to Timothy, who was sitting in a chair 
nearby. We talked and hit it off very well. It was a joy talking with 
him, reminiscing about old observations I had made. Then, Timothy 
came to TSP, where he spent time with Barbara Wilson, and we all 
got to chat again. Then, during my travels, I happened to be passing 
through San Francisco, and he said to drop by his home, where I 
met his beautiful wife:  we went to the movies, sat up all night eat-
ing and chatting with Tim, played guitar, sipped wine, and I had a 
great stay. On the next day, Timothy did the formal interview for 
the book. ..theeeeen, he flew me in to Boston where we filmed the 
movie. His crew was professional and it took a full day or two to 
shoot at Harvard. Even had a local make-up crew set up in the ro-
tunda beneath the great 15-inch refractor. Anyway, Timothy is 
great. I've always admired his other shows, and it was just great to 
be part of such an important work that highlighted so many of the 
great amateur astronomers we have among us. To be part of that 
select group was humbling. 

Clayton: How do you envision amateur astronomy in the next 25 years? 

Steven: Hmmm. I think the invention of the CCD and computer-
controlled remote observing is going to become more and more 
popular. It's just the nature of the beast. Look, a 10-year-old girl in 
Canada just discovered a supernova in another galaxy by scanning 
her father's CCD images. I'm a dinosaur. But I guess I'll continue to 
observe the way I do. 

"It's not for money alone that a man spends a lifetime building up a 
business," he says. "It's to preserve a way of life that one knew and 
loved." 

And that's where I'm at right now, trying to preserve a way of ob-
serving that I knew and loved. I'll leave the progress and the equip-
ment for the young. They're masters at that trade. 

Clayton: Do you have any helpful advice to pass on to observers just 
starting out in astronomy? 

Steven: Well, I would just say, enjoy the hobby.  

You know, those who have heard my trials and tribulations lecture 
may recollect the fact that when I owned my first telescope a table-
top Tasco, I didn't know what focus was. I used to look at stars as 
big and bright and colorful objects. Betelgeuse really was an enor-
mous red star in that scope. It wasn't until I banged my head on the 
tube and put the scope in focus did I realize that I had literally gone 
months and months looking a the universe out of focus. But you 

know what. Who cares. I was loving it! 
And that's the attitude I hope beginners 
have. Just do it and have fun. And relax. 
What's the rush?  

Here's another "you know": None of my 
discoveries were made by me intention-
ally going out to find something. They've 
all been a result of simply enjoying the 
night sky and my love for looking through 
the telescope. I don't know if I could really 
do it any other way. For instance, one of 
my major goals for decades was to visually 
discover a nova. I memorized large swaths 
of Milky Way to 9-10 magnitude through 
10x 50 binoculars. 

Actually, I did discover a nova in Scutum, 
but that a different story (I wasn't the 
first.) No matter, I actually like the solace 
and peacefulness of the sweep. It's very 
Zen. If I happen to find a nova. OK. That 
would be fun. But I'll keep looking, only 
because I enjoy it. If I didn't ... well, what 
fun would that be.   

Clayton: Is there an email address that you 
have that a Houston Astronomical Society 
member could contact you for an additional 
question or two? 

Steven: Mail to: someara@interpac.net 

Clayton: Thanks Steven for taking the time to 
share your interest and thoughts within 
our HAS newsletter, ‘The Guide Star’. We 
wish you luck with all of your astronomy 
interests. Please come visit our society 
again when in the Houston area, we’d love 
to see you. 

Clear skies always! 

 

 

mailto:stonebloke@gmail.com
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Observatory Corner 
By Bob Rogers, Observatory Chairman 

Hello everyone. 

I held my annual Observatory Committee meeting on February 6th at 
the site. I’m glad to report that I had 2 new members join the commit-
tee, John Haynes and Marty Levine. I welcome and enjoy having them 
on the committee for their input and service. 

We discussed several topics at the meeting but the one that I want to 
share with everyone at this time is the North Fence replacement. We 
are planning to remove the old fence and gates and install a new fence 
and recess the entrance and exit gates so nobody has to park on the 
county road when entering or leaving the site. Marty also walked the 
fence line around the property and found several other problems that 
need to be addressed on the West and South fence line. Dana Lind-
strom will donate all the wood posts that will be needed for the North 
fence. Thank you Dana. Now, with all that said, I am asking for 2 things 
from the membership. One is continuing donations (dollars) to help pay 
for some of the expense of the fence replacement and the other is your 
help to get this project done. The plan is to get all this done in the 
month of April (5 weekends) starting with the first weekend on April 
2nd. I will be sending emails out on the Netslyder asking for volunteer 
help with this, so if you can help, it would be greatly appreciated. 

A reminder to everyone, the new gate code for 2011 will go into effect 
on April 3rd, 2011. To get the new code, you need to have your 2011 
HAS dues paid and have taken the Site Orientation class since joining 
HAS. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

If you can donate, it would be appreciated and all donations are tax 
deductible. 

Donations can be made to: 

HAS 
PO Box 20332 
Houston, TX 77225-0332 

In the note section, please put – “Observatory donation” 

Remember that we are the only club that has an observing site every-
one can go to observe away from city lights. It costs money every year 
to keep the site maintained for your use and pleasure. So far we have 
around $450.00 donated and I thank those that have donated towards 
our goal. 

I do need to remind everyone that we need to start filling out Log Re-
ports at the site so I can give this information to the Fondren Founda-
tion. The property is on a 99 year lease and part of the Lease agree-
ment is that HAS needs to report every year to the Fondren Foundation 
that the Property is being used. The Log Reports are located in the box 
in the middle of the field. Just open the cover, fill out the report and 

then slide it into the slot that is in the in-
side of the cover and then close the box. It 
is very important that everyone fill out a 
Log Report so that we are showing that 
the Observing site is being used. Your help 
on this is very much appreciated. 

If you have a Randalls card, and have not 
done so, please have it coded for the 
Houston Astronomical Society.  Our num-
ber is #6618.  The Society gets 1% of the 
gross sales that members spend at Ran-
dalls.  Randalls totals up the amount spent 
each quarter and will send us a check if 
the amount goes over $2,500.00, other-
wise the total rolls over to the next quar-
ter or zeros out at the end of the calendar 
year.  So please link your Randalls card to 
the Houston Astronomical Society so that 
the society can benefit from this Randalls 
program. This is very easy to do, just go to 
the Courtesy Booth and tell the person 
there what you want to do. 

If you have any suggestions or thoughts 
for the site, let me know. 

Thanks, 

Bob Rogers 

Observatory Chairman 
281-460-1573 
siteworkerbob@hotmail.com 
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That's right, I said it, and I'm not the only one. Officials at NASA 
are saying it too. It's one of the reasons we launched the Solar 
Dynamics Observatory last week, to study our dynamic changing 
star, the Sun. "Understanding solar variability is crucial," says Ju-
dith Lean of the Naval Research Lab in Washington DC. "Our mod-
ern way of life depends upon it." 

We depend on a complex network of high-tech systems for the 
basics of daily life. Power grids, GPS navigation, air travel, finan-
cial services and emergency radio communications can all be 
knocked out by intense solar activity. All this has led us to pay a 
lot closer attention to the daily activity of the Sun. 

For several hundred years we've kept track of the number of sunspots 
on the surface of the Sun, revealing what most people have heard of as 
the '11-year sunspot cycle'. "It's not even 11 years," says Lika Guhatha-
kurtha, of NASA headquarters, Washington, DC. "The cycle ranges in 

length from 9 
to 12 years. 
Some cycles 
are intense, 
with many 
sunspots and 
solar flares; 
others are 
mild, with 
relatively little 

solar activity. In the 17th century, during a period called the 'Maunder 
Minimum,' the cycle appeared to stop altogether for about 70 years 
and no one knows why.” 

The last solar minimum, between 2008-2009, was surprisingly deep. 
The fact that no one expected that, or can explain it, just shows how 
far we have to go in our understanding of the Sun's variability. 

More dramatic than the sunspot variations are the sudden and violent 
eruptions the Sun can produce on any given day. Solar flares explode 
with the power of a billion atomic bombs. Coronal mass ejections 
(CMEs), clouds of magnetized gas big enough to swallow the Earth 
break away from the stellar surface. Holes in the sun's atmosphere 
spew million mph blasts of solar wind. Our Sun is anything but the sta-
ble, constant, benevolent character we give him credit for. 

This image is not to scale, but is a pretty dramatic representation of the 
violent nature of the Sun and its affect on the Earth.   

When energy from the Sun interacts with the Earth’s outer atmos-
phere, it excites oxygen and nitrogen molecules some 100 and 400km 

The Sun is a Variable Star  

By Mike Simonsen, Simostronomy 

above the surface, respectively, emitting a 
green (oxygen) or red (nitrogen) glow. This 
in turn excites observers on the ground, 
who may see the auroral dance take on 
any of several characteristic forms. 

There may just be a glow to the north (or 
south if you live in the southern hemi-
sphere), just over the horizon; or you may 
see arcs or bands of light, sometimes with 
vertical rays spiking high into the night 
sky. During strong events you may witness 
the famous curtain effect, or the coronal 
effect where all the rays appear to con-
verge almost directly overhead.  
 
If you've ever seen the 'Northern Lights', 
as we call them in the northern hemi-
sphere, really put on a show, it is some-
thing you never forget. It's as close to see-
ing real magic before your eyes as you can 
get. 

This content distributed by the AAVSO 
Writer's Bureau. 

For other articles by Mike Simonsen go to  
this web address: 

http://simostronomy.blogspot.com/ 

   

 

Credit: Science@NASA 

http://aavsowritersbureau.blogspot.com/
http://aavsowritersbureau.blogspot.com/
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Thank Goodness the Sun is Single 
 by Trudy E. Bell 

NASA Space Place 

Earth,” Drake says. “The stars also interact 
magnetically very violently, shooting out 
monster flares.” 

Worst of all, the decreasing distance 
between the two stars “changes the 
gravitational resonances of the planetary 
system,” Drake continued, destabilizing 
the orbits of any planets circling the pair.  
Planets may so strongly perturbed they 
are sent into collision paths. As they 
repeatedly slam into each other, they 
shatter into red-hot asteroid-sized bodies, 
killing any life. In as short as a century, the 
repeated collisions pulverize the planets 
into a ring of warm dust. 

The infrared glow from this pulverized 
debris is what Spitzer has seen in some 
self-destructing star systems. Drake and 
his colleagues now want to examine a 
much bigger sample of binaries to see just 
how bad double star systems really are. 

They’re already sure of one thing: “We’re 
glad the Sun is single!” 

Read more about these findings at the 
NASA Spitzer site at 
www.spitzer.caltech.edu/news/1182-
ssc2010-07-Pulverized-Planet-Dust-May-
Lie-Around-Double-Stars .  For kids, the 
Spitzer Concentration game shows a big 
collection of memorable (if you’re good at 
the game) images from the Spitzer Space 
Telescope. Visit spaceplace.nasa.gov/en/
kids/spitzer/concentration/. 

 

This article was provided by the Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory, California 

Institute of Technology, under a 

contract with the National Aeronautics 

and Space Administration. 

I t’s a good thing the Sun is single. According to new research, Sun-
like stars in close double-star systems “can be okay for a few billion 

years—but then they go bad,” says Jeremy Drake of the Harvard-
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory in Cambridge, Mass.  

How bad? According to data from NASA’s Spitzer Space Telescope, 
close binary stars can destroy their planets along with any life.  Drake 
and four colleagues reported the results in the September 10, 2010, 
issue of The Astrophysical Journal Letters. 

Our Sun, 
about 
864,000 
miles across, 
rotates on its 
axis once in 
24.5 days. 
“Three billion 
years ago, 
roughly when 
bacteria 
evolved on 
Earth, the 
Sun rotated 
in only 5 
days,” 
explains 
Drake. Its 
rotation rate 
has been 
gradually 

slowing because the solar wind gets tangled up in the solar magnetic 
field, and acts as a brake. 

But some sun-like stars occur in close pairs only a few million miles 
apart. That’s only about five times the diameter of each star—so close 
the stars are gravitationally distorted. They are actually elongated 
toward each other. They also interact tidally, keeping just one face 
toward the other, as the Moon does toward Earth. 

Such a close binary is “a built-in time bomb,” Drake declares. The 
continuous loss of mass from the two stars via solar wind carries away 
some of the double-star system’s angular momentum, causing the 
two stars to spiral inward toward each other, orbiting faster and faster 
as the distance shrinks. When each star’s rotation period on its axis is 
the same as its orbital period around the other, the pair effectively 
rotates as a single body in just 3 or 4 days. 

Then, watch out! Such fast spinning intensifies the magnetic dynamo 
inside each star. The stars “generate bigger, stronger ‘star spots’ 5 to 
10 percent the size of the star—so big they can be detected from 

Planetary collisions such as shown in this artist’s 
rendering could be quite common in binary star 

systems where the stars are very close. 

http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/news/1182-ssc2010-07-Pulverized-Planet-Dust-May-Lie-Around-Double-Stars
http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/news/1182-ssc2010-07-Pulverized-Planet-Dust-May-Lie-Around-Double-Stars
http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/news/1182-ssc2010-07-Pulverized-Planet-Dust-May-Lie-Around-Double-Stars
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/en/kids/spitzer/concentration/
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/en/kids/spitzer/concentration/
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What have I gotten myself into? 

Like a lot of people these days, I am on a budget, and funds for my as-
tronomy hobby are rather limited.  As a result, I try to maximize the 
things that I can make on my own to suit my needs at a less than manu-
factured cost.    A homemade astronomer’s stool fits that criterion.  

Post hoc, the ‘economy’ of this do-it-
yourself seat is rather comical, as you 
will find out as we go.  The second 
reason for this undertaking is that I 
enjoy sketching what I see at the 
eyepiece, so a comfortable sitting 
posture is a necessity rather than 
standing for extended periods.  The 
final major drivers for the construc-
tion of the stool are that I wanted to 
be able to transport it to dark sites 
and it had to fit into the trunk of my 
car.  I am very satisfied and happy to 
report that our improvements to the 
original design have achieved that 
goal.  Assembly of the stool for ob-
serving or break down for storage in 
my trunk takes only about 10 min-

utes.  I would like to take a moment and mention that any concerns 
with potential engineering faults, design criticisms, or suggestions for 
improvement that you might offer would be welcomed in personal 
communication. 

To start my construction project, I reviewed a fair number of existing 
designs on the internet for astronomer’s chairs, ranging from the com-
mercially available models to designs creative individuals had come up 
with on their own.  Then with the help of my immensely talented 
handyman partner, John Boyd, I started considering the pluses and 
minuses of the different designs, and whether or not they would work 
well with a Newtonian scope on an EQ mount.  Remember, one thing 
you have to consider is that you can be really up there in height looking 
through an eyepiece near zenith, so some chairs are quickly ruled out.  
Additionally, John provided lots of insight to the capabilities of the dif-
ferent designs and the feasibility to successfully construct them in his 
workshop.  One of chair designs that resonated with me wasn’t truly a 
chair at all, but a stool.  The original idea for this project came from 
Rod Nabholz’s  website at 
http://www.homebuiltastronomy.com/stool/index.htm .  A stool fit the 
bill for capabilities (owing to the fact that we would have to scale it 

substantially larger to safely compensate 
for the higher altitude I would need), as 
well as simplicity to build.  My final cost 
was bumped up a lot versus the original 
design due to the fact that I wanted reason-
able lower back support and a good seat 
cushion that didn’t completely compress 
under my weight.  You can adjust your total 
cost against your own requirements ac-
cordingly. 

I think it’s appropriate to discuss the seat 
decision in a bit more detail, since it is the 
major driver to my final tally, and in the 
process, I may answer a few questions 
along the way.  I knew right away that a 
traditional stool (just a round seat) wasn’t 
going to work for me, so I started consider-
ing fold-up boat seats at local retailers.  
After trying a few for fit and comfort and 
noting their prices, John suggested one way 
to save some money might be to actually 
make my own seat instead.  So, I went out 
and started that process.  Well, the first 
thing I found out was that exterior fabric 
isn’t cheap.  Reasonable quality Nauga-
hyde-like material that will hold up to 
heavy dew and cold temperatures is 
$15.00+ per square yard.  After consulting 
with the fabric store’s attendant, I found 
out I would need 2.5 sq. yards (for my am-
ple posterior and a back rest).  So, I could 
figure roughly $35.00 as a starting place for 
a make-it-yourself seat.  Then, I quickly 
found out that regular old closed cell foam 
(my original target, as it’s cheap in cost) 
isn’t the choice for exterior padding as once 
moisture gets inside the fabric, mold is the 
eventual and unavoidable outcome.  That 
meant using special foam padding that re-
jects water.  Well, the fabric store thinks 
rather highly of this foam, to the tune 
$23.00+ per foam blank, and I would need a 

(Continued on page 13) 

Building an Astronomer’s Stool 
Complete with Sketch Desk and Red Lighting 

By Jim Wessell 

Part 1 of 7 

http://www.homebuiltastronomy.com/stool/index.htm
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minimum of three (two for the seat – owing for compression under my 
weight, and one for the back support).  At this point, the make-your-
own seat hits a minimum cost of $104.00, and that’s before you con-
sider the plywood and hardware.  As you might imagine, this com-
pletely caught us off guard, and I quickly reverted back to my preferred 
commercially available boat seat, at a cost that seems comparably eco-
nomical at $65.00 including tax.  Here’s the model that I decided on: 

Let’s go shopping! 

Next, I think it’s reasonable to provide the reader a complete listing of 
all the components needed for a homemade Astronomer’s Stool (and a 
sketch desk).  Please accept my apologies in advance if I happen to 
have omitted something, but I think you will find all of the major items 
and associated representative prices listed.   My other caveat is that 
John generously offered me use of any and all of his ‘scrap’ materials 
around his workshop, and that defrayed my total cost immensely.  A 
few of the prices of the more costly ‘scrap’ items are included in my 
tally to help provide a better estimate for the reader, while some the 
cheaper priced scrap items are left out.  All materials will certainly fac-
tor into your construction.  Of note, items marked with an asterisk ( * ) 
are used for the sketch desk and can be ignored if that’s your choice.  
The red LED lighting system is also an option that can be avoided, if you 
are watching your bottom line, and the electronics related parts re-
quired for it are a separate subtotal.  My total cost for the construction 
of the chair would be $215.94, with an additional $15.95 for the sketch 
desk, and an additional $38.15 for the red LED lighting system. 

Listing of Components: 

Seat:  $65.00 

Boat seat of choice – The primary user of the astronomer’s stool should 
get a boat seat from a marine equipment 
retailer/reseller that is comfortable to sit in, 
provides good lower back support, doesn’t 
compress or breakdown on the front edge 
under the user’s sitting weight, and is suffi-
ciently long enough in the seat for comfort-
able upper leg support.  This is THE MOST 
important decision, because if you skimp on 
the cost here, or you get something that 
doesn’t fit you right, you will regret it on the 
final product. 

Lumber:  >$21.50 

 1/2 sheet of 3/8" plywood (for trapezoidal shaped leg to pedestal 
supports) = $11.50 

 2   8ft 2x4s (used for pedestal and feet) = ~ $10.00 

 9" X 9 1/2" X 3/4“plywood (the unique size for this particular chair 
seat).   This size will vary by chair model and forms the attachment 

(Continued from page 12) site under your seat, Scrap 

 18” 2x4 (for a foot rest), Scrap 

 *1/4" plywood, 18” x 22” (sketch desk 
top), Scrap 

 *1x6, 2 x 18” (sides of sketch desk), 
Scrap 

 *1x6, ~ 17” long (front cross brace for 
sketch desk), Scrap 

 *2x4, ripped 2 x, ~ 17” each (cross 
braces for Sketch desk), Scrap 

Hardware:  >$97.94 (an additional $15.95+ 
to build out the sketch desk) 

 4 longer (appropriate to the chair), 
screws (these attach your chair to the 
3/4" plywood base and replace the 
short screws supplied with the chair) = 
Cost and size are dependent on your 
seat’s existing screw size, mine were 
$0.68 ea. 

 1, 1” pipe floor flange = $6.41 

 1, 3/4" pipe floor flange = $4.91 

 1, 3/4" X 20 1/2" pipe (w/ threads on 

one end), cut and smoothed on oppo-
site end, Scrap, would be $6.54. 

 8 appropriate screws (for connecting 
the 2 pipe floor flanges to wood), 
Scrap, would be ~$1.00 

 4, 1/4-20 ‘T’ nuts, (these form the 

permanent attachment points holding 
the 1" floor flange to the chair's 

              9” x 9.5” 3/4" plywood base), 
Scrap, would be ~$1.00 

 Carpenter’s glue, Scrap 

 Wood putty, Scrap 

 36, 3” wood screws, Scrap, figure a 
couple of dollars 

 2, 3/16" x 1" x 4' steel flats (these 

form the armrest supports) = $16.58 

 1, 1/8" x 1.5” x 6’, steel flat (this pro-
vides additional lateral support to the 
armrest supports) = $12.19 

 4, #8, 1/2” screws (these attach the 
(Continued on page 14) 
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armrest supports to the armrests) = ~$1.00 

 10, #8 X 3/4" flathead wood screws (to attach the armrest sup-
ports to the wood piece under the seat) = $3.00 

 4 Threaded rods (1/4-20 X 8 1/2"), (these hold the lower section of 
the removable legs in place and could be replaced with bolts), 
Scrap, would be 0.98 ea. 

 8 matching wing nuts (for the ‘removable legs’ of the pedestal) = 
$2.00 

 8 matching flat washers, Scrap, $0.50 

 4, 1/4-20 X 5 1/2" bolts for the ‘removable’ legs = $0.49 ea. 

 4 matching wing nuts = $1.00 

 2, #2 Screw Eyes for attachment of a hanging footrest under the 
seat = $0.95 

 2, "S" hooks (provide quick disconnect for ropes supporting the 
hanging footrest) = $0.60 

 1, 8' piece of 3/8" channel, cut into 4 x 18” (gives outside edge 
protection on the plywood supports) = ~$12.00 

 1, 8' piece aluminum angle, cut into 4 x 18” (gives protection to the 
hanging foot rest), Scrap, would be ~$12.00 

 ~ 7' of Nylon rope (for the hanging foot rest, and to secure the 
sketch desk to the chair), Scrap 

 1, 1/2" X 8" Hex head bolt, cut to length and drilled to accept a 
retaining cotter pin (this provides the basis for the seat height ad-
justment, large diameter for strength), Scrap, would be $1.51 

 1 appropriate sized flat washer, Scrap, would be $0.19 

 1 cotter pin, Scrap, would be $0.50 

 2 carrying handles, scrap 

 *2, #208 Screw Eyes for sketch desk restraint, Scrap = $0.95 

 *20, 3/4" #6 wood screws (to attach Plexiglas cover to sketch desk) 
= $2.00 

 *1/8" X 20” x 20” sheet of Plexiglas (provides smooth writing sur-
face for sketch desk top), Scrap, it would be ~$13.00 

 *~16, 2” wood screws to build out sketch desk braces, Scrap, ~1.00 

 Primer and Paint(s) of choice:  >$31.50 

 Exterior Primer = $15.00 

 Exterior Paint = $15.00 

 Rustoleum primer, Scrap, would be ~$4.00 

 Rustoleum paint = $4.00 

 Electronics – red LED lighting system only: > $38.15 

(Continued from page 13)  4, pkg of 2, 2.6V 5mm red LEDs @ 
$1.49 ea. = $5.96 

 2, pkg of 5, 150Ω resistors @ $0.99 ea. 
= $1.98 

 1, pkg of 5, 33Ω resistors @ $0.99 ea. = 
$1.98 

 1 project box (becomes the ‘junction 
box’)= $2.49 

 2, pkg of 2, 1/8” mini plugs @ $2.99 ea. 
= $5.98 

 2, pkg of 2, 1/8” mini jacks @ $3.29 ea. 
= $6.58 

 50’spool of 2 conductor cable = $9.89 
(leftover shielded audio cable was used 
and actual length required could vary 
according to your own design) 

 1, 2.1 mm power jack = $3.29 (accepts 
the plug from the battery box to supply 
power to the junction box) 

 Power supply (a battery box for 4 "C" 
batteries) = price not pursued, as John 
had a suitable one on hand 

In the next issue of the GuideStar, I will 
cover the necessary measurements and the 
construction of the all important center 
pedestal. 
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Object:  Beta Mon 

Class:  Triple Star 

Constallation: Monoceros 

Magnitude:  3.8 

R.A.: 6 h 20 m 49 s 

Dec:  -07 deg  01 min  49 sec 

Size/Spectral: B 

Distance: 691 ly 

Optics needed: Small telescope. 

 

Why this object is interesting: 

Beta Mon is a visual treat. It consists of 
three stars that are near each other but 
not so near that they are hard to separate in your telescope. 
Astronomers, clever people that they are, identify each of the 
stars in a multiple star system by designating the first one ‘A’, the 
second one ‘B’ and so on.  

Ok, so what do we have, here. 

Beta Mon A — Mag 4.6 

Beta Mon B — Mag 5.4 

Beta Mon C — Mag 5.6 

The closer pair (B & 
C) are 2.8 arc seconds 
apart and A is 
another 7.4 arc 
seconds away. These 
stars are all B class 
stars, which means 
they are blue/white. 
This set of three stars 
really does look like a 
set of diamonds in 
the sky. 

I’ve included a finder 
chart with this object 

because Monoceros (the Unicorn) is not one of those 
constellations that’s on anyone’s ‘favorites’ list. In fact, it’s hard 

Beta Mon — a Triple Star 

 

By Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor 

Shallow Sky Object of the Month 

to see at all. There are no bright stars. Alpha 
Mon shines at 3.9 magnitude, and Monoceros 
has the bad luck to be next door to one of the 
most well known constellations, Orion. It’s like 
being the nerdy kid in the back of the classroom 
sitting next to the most popular kid in school. 

Last night, I was out doing some variable star 
observing and tried to find Monoceros. It doesn’t 
jump out at you. It’s worth searching out this 
triple star, though. You’ll enjoy it. 

 

 

Beta Mon 

Map from TheSky X 

Beta Mon, Close Up 

Map from TheSky X 



Houston 
Astronomical 

Society 
P.O. Box 20332  

Houston, TX 77225-0332 

General Membership Meeting 

The Houston Astronomical Society holds its 
regular monthly General Membership Meet-
ing on the first Friday of each month, unless 
rescheduled due to a holiday. Meetings are 
in Room 117 of the Science and Research 
Building at the University of Houston. A 
Novice Presentation begins at 7:00 p.m.. The 
short business meeting and featured speaker 
are scheduled at 8:00 p.m.  

Parking is NOW across from Entrance 14, by 
the stadium. 

Board of Directors Meeting 

The Board of Directors Meeting is held on 
dates scheduled by the board at 7:00 p.m. at 
the Houston Chronicle office, downtown. 
Information provided to GuideStar will be 
published. The meetings are open to all 
members of the Society in good standing. 
Attendance is encouraged. 

GuideStar Information 

The H.A.S. GuideStar is published monthly by 
the Houston Astronomical Society. All opin-
ions expressed herein are those of the con-
tributor and not necessarily of Houston 
Astronomical Society. The monthly Meeting 
Notice is included herein. GuideStar is avail-
able on the HAS web site to all members of 
H.A.S., and to persons interested in the or-
ganization's activities. Contributions to 
GuideStar by members are encouraged. 
Electronic submission is helpful. Submit the 
article in text, MS-Word format via email 
BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net. Copy must be 
received by the 15th of the month for inclu-
sion in the issue to be available near the end 
of the same month. Or, bring copy to the 
General Membership Meeting and give it to 
the Editor, or phone to make special ar-
rangements.  

Editing & Production: Bill Pellerin,  

713-880-8061; FAX: 713-880-8061; 

Email: BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net 

Advertising: Advertisers may inquire con-
cerning ad rates and availability of space. 

The Houston Astronomical Society welcomes you to our organization. 
The HAS is a group of dedicated amateur astronomers, most of whom 
are observers, but some are armchair astronomers. 

The benefits of membership are: 

Access to our 18 acre observing site west of Houston -- a great place to 
observe the universe! 

A telescope loaner program -- borrow a HAS telescope and try observing for 
yourself! 

A monthly novice meeting, site orientation meeting, and general meeting with 
speakers of interest. 

Opportunities to participate in programs that promote astronomy to the 
general public (such as Star Parties at schools) 

A yearly all-clubs meeting for Houston area organizations 

Meet other amateurs and share experiences, learn techniques, and swap 
stories 

You're invited to attend our next meeting. 

You'll have a great time. 

Houston Astronomical Society 
Meeting on Friday, March 4 

7:00 Novice Meeting 
8:00 General Meeting 

 
University of Houston 
 
Directions to meeting: 
 
From I-45 going south (from downtown) 

exit at Cullen Boulevard 
turn right on Cullen 
turn right into the parking lot (by the stadium) 
Science and Research is across the street (2nd building back) 
 

From I-45 going north (from NASA/Galveston) 
exit at Cullen Boulevard 
turn left on Cullen 
turn right into the parking lot (by the stadium) 
Science and Research is across the street (2nd building back) 

 
Parking: 

There is Free Parking, BUT DO NOT PARK IN ANY 
RESERVED PARKING SPACES AT ANY TIME. 
U of H parking enforcement will ticket your vehicle. 


